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Economic Bionics

The world-reform for human, nature, economy
+
a life without dept
Not money holds the society but the people.

Triple- adding value/creation of
money thank-value
owning of each human
from suckling until to the greis
A short view about virtue benefits
elaborate from erika diehl
www.gradido-web.info_en

° individuality without selfishness with healthy / natural selfishness
self-love,
° sence-center life in the midpoint,
° the fictive cash thank-value flow optimal directed and
used + foollproved to understand,
° irrational new territory ... absolutely incredible .
May 2018

Dankbarkeit (Gratitude), Wertschätzung (Appreciation),
Menschenwürde (Dignity), Geschenk (Donation)
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For each person in the world is in each month
a value covered by
3.000 Thanks / Gradido of esteem
3.000 € .
3.000 $ .

active
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national
budget

environmentpot

1.000

1.000

active means,
50 hours / month working for the welfare
for example
engaged in needy humans, animals, plants.
So all activities, they do not need a special education,
but contribute immense to the quality of life working of your
social surround / periphery.
With the active vita money (50 hours /month)
is the livelihood sure.
Rent etc., food und drink, clothes, public swimming pool,
cinema, pub etc.
July 2017

Gradido, a way to global prosperity and peace in
harmony with the nature
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The national budget
financed the health care
and welfare,
roadwordks etc.

environmentpot

1.000

The environment-pot
financed the research
and the implementation
of projects in consistent
with the nature.

The Netherlands wrote on their flag, worldwide to be the first
country, implement Cradle to Cradle at 100 %.
The sence of Cradle to Cradle: Live without
waste and without environmental pollutant.
In co-operatint with mit http://www.epea.com/about
Prof. Braungart http://braungart.com/en
Projects are supported and implemented, if they serve
the welfare
1. to each involved parties,
2. the community: family, commune, country, humanity … +
3. the whole: nature, environment, earth
December 2017

Gradido, a way to global prosperity and peace in
harmony with the nature
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Example monthly salary of the Environmental-Employee
° for 50 hours / month working, the active vita money
° working with free of tax
for 50 % of the salary, gross amount = net amount

1.000
500

° that you work in a company, as an Environmental-Employee,
you got from the environment-pot
500

Another example of a monthly sallary
° for 50 hours / month working, the active vita money

1.000
° working in the waste collection, police keeper of the cosmic
order ;-), in the hospital health house, in the retirement home
or other social arrangements
1.500
(double til triple pay / 500)
Example salary in research + science to the environment
Cradle to Cradle
° research for a life
without waste and without environmental pollutant
June 2018

Gradido, a way to global prosperity and peace in
harmony with the nature
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Here some benefits for the free economy / companies
° free of tax
° the monthly salary of the employee reduced tax,
statutory insurance, possible the employee pension
° good-humored stress-free employees
° Taks will be completed in a short time + in a high quality
° Administration effort is only necessare for the product
and for the welfare of the employees
° Implementation of environmental projects are financed from the
environment-pot.
° Ordering to the research of toxic-free liquids / products
are financed from the environment-pot
Benefit for the national budget
° always well-heeled with good care of the welfare
to the humans , animals and nature
Benefit for the environment
° always environment well-heeled for the science and the
companies
° the environmental-sins are clean up so far it works, eleminate
° in the future only projects/things/objects are implemented,
produced and circulated, are according with the nature
July 2017

Gradido, a way to global prosperity and peace in
harmony with the nature
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Here some benefits for each human of the world
he do have the active vita money from the birth til the death
° learning, what he is interesting in
° working in this area , it makes him fun and joy
° the hours of work are reduced strong, because
- we do not need any over production
- the quality and the length of life of the products rise up
(no cast off society, no mining of nature)

° making savings for the evening of life is possible, but not nesessary
° prevoius properties still conserve
° prevoius financial investmens, certificate of insurance still
conserve til the payment,
be subjected then into the perishability of Gradido:
- stay the money on the account,
it becomes less of 50 % perishability per year
- do you spend the money in to the added-value-zyclus, it be
conserved:
You lend or invest the money in humans / small firm, companies,
research projects
° the business-value-flow is in all areas in any time
cristal-clear + reproducible + foollproved to understand.
Nothing in the world is so powerful like an idea,
when the time ist coming.
- Victor Hugo, french author

Book Gradido left hand side
Chapter 4 – the 100 most important benefits
No. 81 - plan by stages to implemented parallel
… offical implementation in one or more countries parallel
in the established system … government decision … if so referendum …

No. 82 - just in time doable, if we humans go for this proposal
December 2017

www.gradido-web.info_en
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